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Elder Care: Nursing Home Alternatives 

Making the decision to put a loved one in a nursing home can be difficult; 
especially when the need for round-the-clock care is only necessary on 
sporadic days.  Another challenge comes about when there are other options 
available, however they require your family to make significant adjustments 
to their lifestyle. In order to make a decision that everyone is comfortable 
with, it’s important that consider the alternatives before you decide that a 
nursing home is the right choice to make. 
 
Depending on your location, financial resources, and care needs, finding an 
alternative to a nursing home may be easy or difficult. Once you have spent 
some time identifying the needs of your care patient and comparing them 
against the resources you have at your disposal, you will be in a good place to 
compare programs and find one that is right for your loved one.  

Community-Based Care 
These programs include telephonic support, home maintenance and repair, transportation, meal delivery, and in-home 
visitations.  
 

Daily Care Services for Adults 
Akin to Child Care programs, Adult Care services can include all-day, morning, afternoon, and possibly evening care for patients 
depending on the needs of your schedule. 
 

Home-Care Programs 
These services specialize in cooking, cleaning, bathing, grooming, and dressing elder care patients.  
 

Subsidized Housing for Non-Medical Need Seniors 
These services are offered by some federal and state programs that provide housing for low-to-moderate income patients. Many 
programs include assistance with shopping, laundry, and housecleaning needs. Most residents are provided with an individual 
apartment in a shared complex. 
 

At-Home Care Programs 
These programs provide care for a few hours or all day from semi-skilled/skilled medical care professionals at home. This is an 
alternative to nursing homes for patients who live with family members but have special medical needs that require visitations 
from professionals.  
 

Assisted-Living Services 
These programs provide living spaces for elder care patients to rent and pay additional fees to take advantage of special, 
additional services. The assistance these facilities provide includes meal preparation, laundry, medication schedules, religious 
programs, and recreational activities.  
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Board/Care Homes 
Like assisted-living facilities, board and care homes provide a group-living environment that provides care services, assistance with 
daily living needs, and many opportunities for socialization. Board and care homes are often not covered by Medicare or Medicaid 
and do not maintain the same strict regulations that are monitored by state or federal agencies. Some board and care homes may 
be covered under certain insurance programs or other medical assistance plans.  
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What is a Safe Shelter?  
A house or other substantial building offers the best protection from lightning. In 
assessing the safety provided by a particular structure, it is more important to 
consider what happens if the structure gets struck by lightning, rather than 
whether the structure will be hit by lightning. For a shelter to provide protection 
from lightning, it must contain a mechanism for conducting the electrical current 
from the point of contact to the ground. These mechanisms may be on the 
outside of the structure, may be contained within the walls of the structure, or 
may be a combination of the two. On the outside, lightning can travel along the 
outer shell of the building or may follow metal gutters and downspouts to the 

ground. Inside a structure, lightning can follow conductors such as the electrical wiring, plumbing, and telephone lines to the 
ground.  
 

Avoid Unsafe Shelters!  
Unless specifically designed to be lightning safe, small structures do little, if anything, to protect occupants from lightning. Many 
small open shelters on athletic fields, golf courses, parks, roadside picnic areas, schoolyards and elsewhere are designed to protect 
people from rain and sun, but not lightning. A shelter that does not contain plumbing or wiring throughout, or some other 
mechanism for grounding from the roof to ground is not safe. Small wooden, vinyl, or metal sheds offer little or no protection from 
lightning and should be avoided during thunderstorms.  
 

How Lightning Enters a House or Building  
There are three main ways lightning enters homes and buildings: (1) a direct strike, (2) through wires or pipes that extend outside 
the structure, and (3) through the ground. Regardless of the method of entrance, once in a structure, the lightning can travel 
through the electrical, phone, plumbing, and radio/television reception systems. Lightning can also travel through any metal wires 
or bars in concrete walls or flooring.  
 

Stay Safe While Inside  
Phone use is the leading cause of indoor lightning injuries in the United States. Lightning can travel long distances in both phone 
and electrical wires, particularly in rural areas. Stay away from windows and doors as these can provide the path for a direct strike 
to enter a home. Do not lie on the concrete floor of a garage as it likely contains a wire mesh. In general, basements are a safe 
place to go during thunderstorms. However, there are some things to keep in mind. Avoid contact with concrete walls which may 
contain metal reinforcing bars. Avoid washers and dryers since they not only have contacts with the plumbing and electrical 
systems, but also contain an electrical path to the outside through the dryer vent.  
 

Remember Your Pets  
You may want to consider the safety of your family pets during thunderstorms. Dog houses are not lightning-safe. Dogs that are 
chained to trees or chained to wire runners can easily fall victim to a lightning strike.  
 

Protect Your Personal Property  
Lightning also causes significant damage to personal property each year. In addition to direct strikes, lightning generates electrical 
surges that can damage electronic equipment some distance from the actual strike. Typical surge protectors will NOT protect 
equipment from a lightning strike. To the extent possible, unplug any appliances or electronic equipment from all conductors well 
before a thunderstorm threatens. This includes not only the electrical system, but also the reception system. If you plan to be away 
from your home when thunderstorms are possible, be sure to unplug unneeded equipment before you leave.  

Lightning Safety: Safe Shelters and Indoor Safety 
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Summary of Lightning Safety Tips for Inside the Home  
1. Avoid contact with corded phones 

2. Avoid contact with electrical equipment or cords. If you plan to unplug any electronic equipment, do so well before the storm 

arrives. 

3. Avoid contact with plumbing. Do not wash your hands, do not take a shower, do not wash dishes, and do not do laundry.  

4. Stay away from windows and doors, and stay off porches. 

5. Do not lie on concrete floors and do not lean against concrete walls. 
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Think of yourself as a total person. Don't neglect other needs just because your companionship or friendship needs are not being 
met, and you feel lonely from time to time.  
 

 Make sure you follow habits of good nutrition, regular exercise, and adequate sleep. Don't let academics, hobbies, and other 
interests slide. 

 Use your alone time to get to know yourself. Think of it as an opportunity to develop independence and to learn to take care 
of your own emotional needs. You can grow in important ways during time alone. 

 Use your alone time to enjoy yourself rather than just existing until you find time to be with others. Avoid merely vegetating 
— deal with your situation actively. Recognize that there are many creative and enjoyable ways to use your alone time. 

 Whenever possible, use what you have enjoyed in the past to help you decide how to enjoy your alone time now.  

 Keep things in your environment (such as books, puzzles, or music) that you can use to enjoy in your alone time.  

 Explore the possibility of doing things alone that you usually do with other people (like going to the movies or taking a 
vacation somewhere new). 

 Don't decide ahead of time how you're going to feel about an activity. Keep an open mind. 
 
In summary don't define yourself as a lonely person. No matter how bad you feel, loneliness will diminish or even disappear when 
you focus attention and energy on needs you can currently meet and when you learn to develop new ways to meet your other 
needs.  
 
Don't wait for your feelings to get you going — get going and good feelings will eventually catch up with you! 
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Developing Yourself 

For assistance with challenges like these, please call your  

New Directions EAP at 800-624-5544 or visit us online www.ndbh.com 


